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Recently, three new families of perfect graphs have given various generalizations of known 
results: the weakly triangulated graphs, introduced by Hayward [9], the strongly perfect graphs, 
introduced by Berge and Duchet [2]; the quasi-parity graphs, introduced by Meyniel [13]. The 
purpose of this paper is to survey the main properties of these new classes, in order to compare 
them with the 'classical' perfect graphs. 
1. Weakly triangulated graphs 
Let G be a simple graph with a vertex set X; for ACX,  denote by GA the 
subgraph of  G induced by A. Denote by ct(G) the stability number, i.e., the max- 
imum number of  independent vertices; by 8(G) the least number of  cliques needed 
to partition the vertex set; by y(G) the chromatic number; by og(G) the maximum 
cardinality of  a clique. (For all graph-theoretical terms, cf. [1].) 
A chord of  a cycle ~=(x l ,x2  . . . . .  xk, xl) is an edge of  G connecting two non- 
consecutive vertices of  the sequence. If, in G, every cycle of  length >4 has a chord, 
the graph G is called triangulated (or chordal). An old theorem of  Hajnfil and 
Suranyi [8] states: 
A triangulated graph G satisfies, for every set A of vertices, 
~(GA) = O(GA). 
Later, Lovfisz [11] proved that, for a graph G, the three following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(l) a(GA)=O(GA) (A cX),  
(2) Y(GA)=Og(GA) (A cX), 
(3) ~O(GA)C~(GA)>-IAI ( CX). 
A graph G which satisfies any one of  those equivalent conditions is called perfect. 
Thus: every triangulated graph is perfect. 
In [10] Hayward called weakly triangulated a graph which does not contain as an 
induced subgraph a cycle of  length _> 5 without a chord, or its complement; thus 
no set A satisfies 
GA=Ck, k>_5 
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or  
GA=~k, k>_5. 
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Example 1. Every triangulated graph is weakly triangulated. If G is triangulated, we 
cannot have GA=Ck, k->5; on the other hand, we cannot have GA=~k, k=5,  
because C 5--- C 5. We cannot have GA = C'k, k-> 6, because very Ck with k >_ 6 con- 
tains a C4 as an induced subgraph. 
Example 2. Every graph which is the complement of a triangulated graph is weakly 
triangulated. 
In fact, the complement of a weakly triangulated graph is also a weakly 
triangulated graph. 
Theorem 1 (Hayward [10]). Every weakly triangulated graph is perfect. 
The converse is not true, as one can see with the graph drawn in Fig. 1. 
2. Strongly perfect graphs 
Let '~G denote the family of all the maximal cliques of a graph G. A set SCX 
is a stable transversal if
iSnCl=l (ce'~G). 
Clearly, a stable transversal is also a stable set, and not every graph has a stable 
transversal. A more general concept is the following: A function p(x) defined on the 
vertex-set X of G is stochastic if the two following conditions hold: 
(i) p(x)>_O (x~X) ,  
(ii) ~ p(x) = 1 (C~ '~G). 
xEC 
For a vertex x, the number p(x) is sometimes called the 'weight', and the total 
weight of a maximal clique must be 1. 
A graph G is strongly perfect if every induced subgraph as a stable transversal. 
The following result provides a good characterization for graphs with no 
stochastic function. 
Theorem 2. A graph G = (X, E) has no stochastic function if and only if we can 
associate to each Ce ~o an integer z(C)6 Y such that 
z(C)>0 (x~X), 
C~x 
z(C)=0. 
C~/ ,  
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Proof. If such integers z(C) exist, G cannot have a stochastic function: otherwise, 
there exists a weight function p(x), such that 
o:  ~ ztC) ~ p(x): ~ p~x) S, z(C)>O 
C~ ," x~C xc-X Cgx 
The contradiction follows. 
Conversely, if such integers z(C) exist, the Farkas Lemma shows immediately the 
existence of a weight function. II 
Examples. The graphs in Figs. 1-3 have no stochastic function, as one can see by 
the coefficients z(C) mentioned on the picture. 
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Fig. 1. Example of a perfect graph which is not 
strongly perfect, not quasi-parity, not weakly 
triangulated. 
Fig. 2. Example of a quasi-parity graph which is 
not strongly perfect. 
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Fig. 3. Example of a weakly triangulated graph which is not strongly perfect, not triangulated, not com- 
plement of  a triangulated. 
Theorem 3. A graph is strongly perfect if and only if it is perfect and all its induced 
subgraphs have a stochastic function. 
Proof. (1) Clearly, a strongly perfect graph G has a stochastic function, the weight 
function p(x) being (0, D-valued. Moreover, a strongly perfect graph is perfect, that 
is, the chromatic number y and the clique number to satisfy 
Y(GA) = to(Gn) (ACX) .  
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In fact, it suffices to show that every strongly perfect graph satisfies y(G) = co(G). 
The proof is easy. Let S~ be a stable set which meets all the maximal cliques; then 
y(Gx_ s,)=co(Gx_ s,)=co(G)- 1. 
Let $2 be a stable set of Gx_,, which meets all the maximal cliques. Then 
y(Gx_ s~ s,)=co(Gx_ s~) - 1 =co(G) -2 .  
Thus, we define a family (SI, $2 .... ) which constitutes a coloring with co(G) colors; 
so y(G)=co(G). 
(2) Now, let G be a perfect graph whose induced subgraphs have stochastic func- 
tions. Let H be a hypergraph on X whose edges are the maximal cliques of G, and 
let H* be its dual. Then H* is 'quasi-regularizable', that is, each edge X i of H* can 
be multiplied by a non-negative integer Pi in order to make a regular hypergraph 
K (with at least one edge). Since G is perfect, the hypergraph H* is 'normal '  (cf. 
[3]), and from LovS.sz' Theorem, K is also normal. Let A(K) be the maximum 
degree of K; there exists a coloring of the edges of K with A(K) colors so that no 
two edges with the same color intersect. Since K is regular, the edges (Xi,, Xi2 .... ) 
with the first color (1) cover all the vertices. So {xi,, xi~ .... } is a stable set which 
meets all the maximal cliques. 
Since the same result can be obtained for every induced subgraph of G, the graph 
G is strongly perfect. I 1 
Remark. This result gives a 'good' characterization for non-strongly perfect graphs: 
If G is not strongly perfect, then either G is non-perfect, and a good certificate of 
non-perfection is known, or a subgraph GA is not stochastic, and then a good cer- 
tificate can be obtained with Theorem 2. 
Now, let us summarize the main classes of graphs which are known to be strongly 
perfect. 
Example 1 [2]. Every comparability graph is strongly perfect. 
Proof. Let G be the directed graph of a partial order _<; the strongly connected 
components of G are disjoint classes, and some of these are 'terminal' components 
(with no edge going out). Choose one vertex in each of the terminal components 
to define a set S. Clearly, S is stable. By a theorem of Redei (cf. [1]), a maximal 
clique C is spanned by a directed path, and by the maximality of C, this path ends 
in a terminal components; hence C meets S in exactly one point. [] 
Example 2 [2]. Every graph which is the complement of  a triangulated graph is 
strongly perfect. 
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Proof. It is known that a graph G = (X, E) is triangulated if and only if, for every 
A c_X, the subgraph G A has a simplicial vertex, i.e., a vertex which belongs to only 
one maximal clique (see, for instance, [l]). 
Let G be a triangulated graph, let x be a simplicial vertex, let C be the maximal 
clique containing x. Every maximal stable set S of G satisfies Sf) C¢0;  otherwise, 
S to {x} would be also a stable set, which contradicts the maximality of S. Hence, 
in O, the maximal stable set ~ meets every maximal clique •. [] 
Example 3 [2]. Every triangulated graph is strongly perfect. 
Proof. Let G be a triangulated graph. By the theorem of Hajn~il and Suranyi [8], 
it is known that G is perfect. 
We shall index the vertices x I, x 2 . . . .  so that for every k, the vertex x k is a 
simplicial vertex of the subgraph induced by {x k, xk+ i . . . . .  xn}. Put: 
rxi= {x j l j> i ,  [xi, xjl eE} .  
The directed graph (X, F)  has no (directed) circuits; furthermore, for each max- 
imal clique C there exists a vertex xi such that {x i } tO Fxi= C. 
Since the graph (X, F) has no circuit, it has a kernel S; the maximal clique 
C = {xi } 13 Fxi meets S, by the definition of a kernel. Hence, there exists a stable set 
S which meets all the maximal cliques. 
Example 4 (Ravindra [15]). Generalizing the Examples 1 and 3, Ravindra has shown 
that if in G every odd cycle of length _> 5 has at least 2 chords, then G is strongly 
perfect. (A theorem of Meyniel [12] asserts the perfection of G.) 
Example 5 (Chv~ital [6]). A graph is perfectly orderable if there exists an acyclic 
orientation of the edges which makes a directed graph G with no A c_ X such that 
GA = {(a, b), (b, c)(a, d)}. 
Generalizing the Examples 1, 2, 3, Chv~ital has shown that such a graph G is 
strongly perfect. 
The graph in Fig. 4 is strongly perfect by this theorem, but does not satisfy the 
requirement of Example 4. On the other hand, the graph in Fig. 5 is strongly perfect 
by Ravindra's Theorem, but is not perfectly orderable. 
3. Quasi-parity graphs 
A graph G on a set X of vertices is called a quasi-parity graph if every set A CX 
which is not a clique contains two vertices x, y with the following property: 
(P) x and y cannot be connected by a chordless odd chain in GA. 
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Fig. 5. 
Recall that a chain /~[x,y] from x to y is defined by a sequence of vertices 
(x, xj, x2 . . . . .  xk =y); this chain is odd if k is an odd number. If no edge exists bet- 
ween two non-consecutive rtices of the sequence, this chain is chordless. 
Clearly, the graph in Fig. 2 is a quasi-parity graph; but it is easy to check that 
the graph in Fig. 1 is not a quasi-parity graph. 
Example 1. Olaru and Sachs [14] introduced a new family of perfect graphs 
characterized by the following property: every odd cycle of length >__ 5 has two cross- 
ing chords. Later, these graphs were called parity graphs because they can be also 
characterized by the equivalent property: for every pair of vertices, all chordless 
chains connecting them have the same parity (cf. Burlet and Fonlupt [4], who gave 
a good algorithm to recognize whether a given graph is in that class). 
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Example 2. Meyniel [12] generalized the theorem of Olaru and Sachs by proving that 
if every odd cycle of length _> 5 has at least two chords, then the graph is perfect. 
This contains also Gallai's theorem: if every odd cycle of length _>5 has two non- 
crossing chords, then the graph is perfect. (The proof of Gallai was improved later 
by Suranyi, but no short proof of this was known before Meyniel's paper.) 
Now, a proof by induction on n (which was already, in other terms, in Meyniel's 
paper) shows that all Meyniel's graphs are quasi-parity graphs. 
A short proof for the perfection of Meyniel's graphs (Meyniel [13]) can be given 
by the following lemma: 
Lemma 1. Let G be a graph having two vertices x, y which cannot be connected by 
a chordless odd chain. Let G be the graph obtained from G by contracting {x, y} 
into a single vertex. Then co(G) = co(G) and y((~)= y(G). 
Proof of co(t~) = co(G). Since there are no chordless chains ~[x, y] of length 3, every 
clique C of G induces in (~ a clique C I with [C II = [CI. Therefore, 
co((~) > CO(G). 
If co((~)>co(G), there exists in (~ a clique C l with [Cll = co(G)+ 1. Hence, C l ~x, 
and there exists in C a vertex  I such that [x, Xl] 6 E(G), [xl, Y] ~E(G). Also, there 
exists in C a vertex Yl such that [Yl, x] ¢ E(G), [Yl, Y] ~ E(G). Thus [x, xl, Yl, Y] is 
a chordless chain of length 3. The contradiction follows. 
Proof of y((7) = 7(G). Consider a k-coloring of the vertices of G with k = 7(G) col- 
ors. If x and y belong to the same color class, we get also a k-coloring for t~, so 
7(G)<__k. Suppose, x has color (i), y has color (j), and i~j .  Consider the con- 
nected component Cij(x) of the subgraph of G induced by the colors (i) and ( j )  
which contains x. Since x and y are not connected by a chordless odd chain, 
y ¢ Cii(x). Therefore, by interchanging the colors (i) and ( j )  on Cii(x), we obtain 
a k-coloring of G such that x and y get the same color (j). Hence, 7((~) _<k. 
Now, we have also y(t~)_>k, because ach optimal coloring of (~ induces a color- 
ing of G. Thus, ),(t~)= y(G). 
Lemma 2. Let G be a critical imperfect graph. Then every pair x, y can be connected 
by a chordless odd chain. 
Proof. Let G be a critical imperfect graph on a set X of vertices; by the theorem 
of Lovfisz we have 
COtGA)~(GA)>-IAI (ACX, A~:X), 
(1) ~(G)a(C) = Ix l -  1. 
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Let x, y be a pair of vertices with no chordless odd chain between them, and let 
(~ be the graph obtained from G as in Lemma 1. We have 
y((~) = y(G) =og(G) + 1 =tn(t~) + 1. 
Hence t~ is not perfect. 
Every proper induced subgraph t~ A of G satisfies 
Y(t~A ) = y(Gt~) = ¢o(GB) = tn((~A). 
Hence t~ is a critical imperfect graph, and 
(2) ~o(t3)~(t3) = IR I - l= lX1-2  
By subtraction, (1) and (2) give 
oJ(G)[a(G) - a(t3)l = 1. 
Hence, ~o(G)= 1. This means that G is the trivial graph (which is clearly perfect): 
contradiction. D 
Theorem of Meyniel. Every quasi-parity graph is perfect. 
Otherwise, a quasi-parity graph G has a minimal imperfect graph G A as an in- 
duced subgraph. Since G A is not a clique, there exists in A two vertices x, y which 
are not connected by a chordless odd chain. This contradicts Lemma 2. 
Remark. The quasi-parity graphs can be generalized by the graphs G with the 
following property: 
(Q) For every set A, either GA or t3 m has two vertices which are not connected by 
a chordless odd chain. 
Clearly, from Lemma 2, every graph with Property (Q) is perfect, and every quasi- 
parity graph satisfies Property (Q). The converse is not true: the graph in Fig. l 
satisfies Property (Q) but is not a quasi-parity graph. Finally, a perfect graph which 
does not belong to any of these classes is as follows: The vertex-set is the union 
of four 3-cliques {al, bl, cl}, {a2, b2, c2} . . . . .  {a4, b4, c4}, and {al, a2, a3, a4}, 
{bl, b2, b3, b4}, {cl, c2, c3, C4} are also cliques. 
All the known implications can be summarized by the following scheme in Fig. 6. 
All the other implications are known to be false, except, of course, the arrow on 
the dotted line which is equivalent to the perfect graph conjecture. 
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